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CEROME-IfELICW AND RED LIGHTS

INTRODUCTION

A requirement of every vehicle being constructed as a school bus

in the United States today is chrome-yellow and red lights. The purpose

)f chrome-yellov is to create recognition on the part the motoring

public. The purpose of red lights is to bring all traffic in the .t.smediatc

vicinity of the bus to a halt, when children are being loaded or unloaded

from the bus.

The focal point Ili evaluating the transportation program must be

the passenger. Whether it be the construction of the bus or the operational

procedures; the one question which must always be asked ins "Is this in the

beat interest of the passengers?"

In 1966, the United State! Congress enacted two laws---The National

Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, and the Biglmay Safety Act. The

United States Department of Transportation is reapon.ible for administrating

these two laws. The first Act deals with the construction of the vehicle,

while the second, deals with the operational aspects and the assooiated

factors, auoh as highway conatri4tion the training of drivars, etc.

Sinoe 1939, on bight different occasices, State and local offioiala

together with representatives from industry, government, and national organi-

sation, emus together voluntarily to develop improvements in matters of vital

importance to the nation's school transportation service.

These sessions are referred to as the National Conference on School

Transportation; the last one to be Mid was in May of 1970.

The first cceferencl established minima etanderde for school buses.

On esoh of the following occasions, thews standards were revised and up-dated

to utilise the latest technology in vehiole construction.
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At each of the eight conferences, related areas to the pupil trans-

portation field were given consideration, such as selection and training

of school bus drivers, the sohocl bus stop law, guidelines for school bus

bidding, school bus specifications, guidelines for RR crossings, eshool bus

routing and school bus passenger behavior.

In preparation for the last conference, a committee was appointed

to give consideration to standards for school bus operations. Most of my

comments will be related to these standards.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

The Florida Statutes, Chapter 234, Section 234.02 reads as follows:

"Safety and health of pupils. -- Maximum regard for safety and adequate

protection of health shall be primary requirements which must be observed

by county boards of routing buses, appointing drivers, and providiag and

operating equipment."

The General Assembly of the State of Delaware recently enacted

legislation clarifying the State Board of Education's responsibility for

Papil Transportation. Excerpts from Section 2707 Title 21 Delaware Code

state:

The applicant (school bus driver) shall have com-
pleted a course of tf.; least eight hours duration
of special instruction in school bus driving, con-
ducted by the State Board of Education, which shall
include at least the following oubjeots of 1:n9'4-no-
tion: School bus accident problems; Defensive driv-
ing, physical, mental and emotional aspects of school
bus driving; State traffio laws and Motor Vehicle
Department rules and regulations, emergency assis-
tance and first aid; School bus care and maintenance;
Chill behavior and discipline.

In states where such statutes do not exist, the courts are clarifying

the responsibilities of boards of education and of staff toward pupil trans-
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portation. The Superior Court in New Jersey* held that the poesible

distinction based on independent cant ,ctor status and the board's non-

ownerehip of the bus is not fairly tenable in view of the board's aenumption

of control with respect to matters of safety of the children while on the

buses. The decision implies that a jury could have concluded that an

assumption of responsibility for the safety of children on buses by tho

board's repressatatives was inadequately implemented by reasonably effective

methods of supervision of children with potentially dangerous habits. Thus,

the lower court judgment oa a charge of negligence vas reversed and a new

trial ordered as to the libability of the board. Such developments, along

with the impact of increasong traffic with its attendant hazards, should be

considered in school bus operations.

SCHOOL SYSTEM RESPONSIBILITY

If school systems are to exercise the kind of responsibility implied

here, they must take direct responsibility for adequate supervision of the

following:

1. School bus construction specii;aations and maintenance

2. School bus drivers' physical condition, mental attitudes and

appropriate training

3. Channels of direct communications between bue driven' and school

administrators

4. Action to reduce hasards at ground level railroad croseinge

5. Planning for loading and unloading of children

6. Orientation and education of sohool bus peesengere

7. Planning for school bus routing

S. Funding

'Eastern School Law Review, Stephen F. Roach, Ph. D" ed. XV No. 140
Nieanami maseacnueeze,TIctober 1967.
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In view of this, the board of education and staff have a comparable

responsibility for the safety of the pupil on the school bus to their

responsibility for the safety of the pupil on the school ground or in the

classroom.

The planned program for pupils Jhould bedn when the child steps as

the school but or school ground end continue until he leaves the school

ground or school bus.

The following are my comments which axe based on the committee report

of the last National School Bus Conference on "Minim= Standards For School

Buses." This report was completed in .,,he fall of 1970 and presented by me

as a speech at the 1970 National Safety Congress and Exposition, Chicago,

Illinois.

SCHOOL BUS OPERATIONS

A successful pupil transportation operation depends upon a high

quality of performance by all those who are associated with the program

in any way. Standards for school bus operations includes 1) administrators,

2) supervisors, 3) school bus drivers, 4) student passengers, and 5) maintenance

and service personael. The sixth and seventh Nstegories of the report deal

with procedures and evaluation of the pupil transportation operations.

The introduction to the report states in part, "As school trans-

portation expands its operations and as the driving environment bccomes

evermore complex the challenge to school administrators is to establish and

maintain increasingly high standards of performance for all elements of the

school transportation systsm."
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1,...EggLgTxLsTATE ADMINISTRATOR

The first item to be considered is the role of the administrator at

the state level. Tha report lists eleven tasks or functions as belonging

to the chief state sohool officer, who is usually the state superintendent

of schools. I am going to mention just five of them here:

1) Appoint the State Supervisor of Transportation, with adequate

staff to do the job.

2) Support the development of a handbook for the use of local

transportation supervisors and local administrators.

3) Encourage institutions of higher learning throughout the state

to provide both undergraduate and graduate level courses in

pupil transportation.

4) Support the development of a manual for school bus drivers ---

definitive enough to serve as a textbook during preeervice and

inservice instruction.

5) Support the development of a handbook or manual for maintenance

personnel employed in a facility operated by the lock' school

system.

I really believed that those of us dealing in pupil transportation should

&mend that the State make available this kind of direction. This will cor-

tainly bring us more and more into focus with the job to be done.

Now let us look at the administrator at the local level. I ay not

talking about transportation people, but about the superintendent and also

his administrative staff. Certainly the prinoipale are inoluded in lccal

administration. 141'01 the administrator should become more involved in

the pupil transportation operations within hie jurisdiction. Involvement

should include participation in training programs for transportation

supervisors, school be drivers and maintenance and service personnel. He
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should be involved in actual observation of school loos routes, drivers,

loading and unloading zones. This would best be accomplished by riding

buses. He should participate in the investigation of accidents and other

transportation malfunctions. He should also participate in the evaluation

of pupil trt.nsportation operations.

Other taste for the local administrator should be to encourage class-

room teacherb to become interested in transportation operations. He should

provide resource materials and encourage teachers (puticularly in the

elementary grades) to include soma instruction in passenger safety in the

curriculum. He should further provide for close lind continuous supervision

of the loading and unloading zones on or near the school plant and should

take part in the conducting of emergenoy drills.

II. PUPIL TRANSPORTATION SUPERVISOR

The second area to be given conaideration in the report is the funotion

of the pupil transportation supervisor. The committee dealt a little with

job descriptions and talked first about the state transportation supervisor

who acts in a special staff capacity to the chief state school officer.

He utilizes the staff o: the State Department of Education to help manage

the state pupil transportation system including planning and budgeting for

operations and improvements. He utilizes instructional personnel in the

Department to transmit curricula aotivitiee back into the local school

system. He pushes to see that the three previously mentioned manuals

(ore for the supervisor, one for the driver and one for maintenance personnel)

are developed and published.

The report turns attention to the local pupil trspeportation suservisen.

In contrast to his state counterpart, he should be pr' rily concerned with

assisting the local administrators in implementing state pupil transportation
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policies. Here it throws the onus on the state to establish policies and

the local transportation supervisor should see that his miministrator is

complying with them.

Some of the duties of the local transportation supervisor include such

its as school site selection and planring. I don't know how many trans-

portation people actually participate in this kind of activity. I do know,

however, when this does occur there is a considerable improvement in the

kind of movement we have in the vicinity of the schools - - a reduction in

lost motion that results fro-4 mislocation of a school. If the transportation

supervisor is doing his job he knows where the children live. By following

building trends, he can determine pupil impact and needs for transportation

to new schools.

He is also responsible for reoruiting, selecting, instruoting and

supervising drivers and other local transportation personnel. He should

guide the development and implementation of instructional programs for

sohool adrdnistrators, teachers and students. (I think that you are going

to note all the way through that if these standards are to be carried out you

must have administrators, teachers, contraotre and other personnel pulled

into the picture). Another function of paramount importance is that the

local supervisor effectively Auvestigates sohool bus accidents, road

failures and other problems associated with the pupil transportation

opirations.

What should be the qualifications for these supervisors? Any

individual functioning as a supervisor in this vital area should have a

thorough understanding of the educational process and 4he role of pupil

transportation in this process. Previous experience as a teacher or school

adndnistrator is desired. The ability to manage people and resources to

achieve a needed objective is a must. I believe you are all aware that if
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you are dealing with drivers, students and \ 3chool officials that one of the

\most helpful characteristics you can have it your ability to relate to the

human aspect of those people with whom you cue into contact. Despite the

nature and extent of his experiential backgr d the pupil transportation

supervisor should receive formal instruction .,i.n pupil transportation manage-
k

\went. This training should include Glasswork as well as field experience.

III. SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

So mucL for the supervisor. TAet's tea: a little about the drivers,

which is the third thing that we had to concid4r. We discussed the job

description of the school bus driver, but I an going to omit the things

that are obvious to us. Generally, the job description for the. driver

will vary to some extent from state to state and occasionally within a

single state. However, there are certain duties that all school bus drivers

are required to perform, such as establishing Ind maintaining rapport.with .

the passengers. Ons of the comments that I frequently make to now drivers

is that more of them will leave ther positio 3 because of inability to

respond to passengers than because of their ir:Anility to handle the equip-

1

ment. The driver shoul: be a person who can Lost an emergency based on

standing operating procedures. He, or she, should be able to communicate

effectively with the sobool staff.

Some of the procedures frequently used when selecting school bus

drivers inolude such things as the obeoking of the applicant's driving record.

I want to mention this beoauee this area is expanding considerably with

the widespread use of data retrieval equipment, and I hope that we are all

using it. A check of the National Driver Register and the files of the

state's motor vehicle department is to be oonsidered essential in employing

school bus drivers. The purpose of the National Driver Register is to
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provide a central driving record identification facility containing the

names of all drivers whose licenses have been denied, suspended, or revoked

--- other than those whose licenses haze been withdrawn for less than six

months for a non-moving violation. The refth.try was established by the

Congress of the United States to assist each state in locating the records

that are available on these drivers. A check with the state motor vehicle

department will reveal any involvement in highway accidents or moving

violations in which the applicant has been involved, not necessarily only

those resulting is suspension or withdrawal of his license.

A check to determine if the applicant has a record of criAinal offense

can be made by obtaining fingerprints and forwarding than to the state

police. with a request that they check for criminal offenses. I don't think

anyone can justify placing a driver in a bus with children until these

clearances have been made.

School bus drivers should be evaluated at regular intervals. This can

be dons by administering written tests, by observing the drver in a road

performance check, by riding with him to see how be performs on the job,

by trailing the bus frequently, by reviewing reports of complaints, by

commendation of passengers, tc,achors, school offioiele and others. I suggest

that ea, driver have a folder on file, and that when something in any of

these areas is brought to your attention, an action report be Inserted in

the folder.

Li. STUDENT -- FASSENGERS

The fourth consideration of the report concerns the student-passenger.

A program rf instruction for the student-passenger ahould be developed

ocoperetive4 by school administrators, pupil transiortation supervisors,

curricula specialists, teachers, parents, and students. Parent-Teacher
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Acsociations and organizations such as the National Safety Council can

provide information on suggested contend; for this instructional program.

The information presented and the way in which it is presented will vary

according to the grade level of the pupils involved. Following are some

examples of content which should be insorted:

...safe pedestrian practices on the wny to and from school bus stops,
including the desirability of wearing something lie. in color or
preferably an item of reflective quality during those seasons when
it is dark walking to and from the bus.

...how and where to wait for the bus at the stop. Whit to do if the
bus does not arrive.

...when and how to use the emergency exit. (specific instructions
should be given at least twine a year).

...what to do in the event of an accident, road failure or other
mishap.

What about student management? Student management has as its

objective the achieving of desirable belavior on the part of all students

using the school law. The school bus has been referred to as a classroom

cn wheels -- an extension of the regular classroom. The school defy begins

when the pupil enters the bus and the school day ends as he leaves the bus.

I belive that this was placed in the report because responsibility is many

times questioned, particularly by principals. There are quite olear-cut

decisions made by courts and in some case', state laws that the board of

education is responsible for the safety al! the children during the time

that he is a passenger on the bus. The prime responsibility for the

pu:Alle conduct rests with the administrator of the school in which he is

enrol%ed.

The school bus driver is responsitle for the health, safety and

weXfare of each passenger while the bus it in transit --- meaning tha, he

is responsible to the administrator of the school which the child attends.

11



Thus the driver has the same type of responsibility as the classroom teacher,

and since the driver is liable for negligence, he should be permitted to

recommend those actions which will rosult in improved safety for himself,

the vehicle, the passengers and other highway users. It is important

that these concepts be communicated effectively to school administrators,

to parents and to student passengers. School system+ should promulgate,

communicate and enforce procedures to be followed by the students when riding

on the bus.

V. MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE PERSONNEL

Now a little bit about maintenance Rnd service personnel which is

number five in the large areas of ccmsideration of the report. Ths staffing

of fleet operation garages varies wide y. However, a staffing pattern

frequently used is one full-time mechanic for every ten buses. This man

must be capable of all necessary repairs in lading major overhauls. ;ir

each additional ten buses, one assistant mechanic capable of assisting with

repair work should be hired. He could take full responsibility for lubri-

cation, tire repairs, trashing the vericles and like tasks. In a garage

with a staff of two or more, the assignment of mechanics and helpers will

normally be a function of the head meehanic or the local pupil transportation

supervisor.

The school system should develop and make available the required

maintenance and service publioations for the equipment being serviced.

The school system should arrange for preservice and inservice training

at regular intervals. May ahoUld enoourage and even require maintenance

.personnel to attend training programs sponaored by the state or perhaps

by manufacturers of the specific equipment which the mechanics are maintaining.

12
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Some of the material included in these training programs should include such

things as servicing procedures for the equipment, preventive maintenance,

keeping maintenance records for each piece of equipment and forcasting and

ordering supplies, parts and other needed items.

V.. MOCEDDRES

We are now discussing the area of procedures. What should be con-

sidered under procedures? 17/0.er this, the sixth category of the committee

report, appears the word "policy." The report states, 'Both the State

Department of Education and the local school system should have a clear -

cut, concise, unambiguous pc . : concerning who is eligible for trans-

portation on school buses owned or contracted for by the State or the

local school systems, and the conditions under which these students will

be transported."

Some of the subject3 which should be treated in this policy document

include procurement of equipment and supplies, maintenance, and inspection,

and the period over which the equipment will be depreciai.ed. Procedures

should be specific on driver recruitment, selection, instruction, placement

and supervision; also specific on contractor recruitment, instruction, pay-

ment and supervision. The policy procedure should include effective prin-

ciples of routing, establishing shcool bus stops and schedules. Pupil

transportation supervisors are encouraged to utilise the services of the

state and local poli_e and the traffic engineering departments of state and

local road agencies when planting schoo) bus routes. Each school should

have a loading and unloading area with all other traffic prohibited.

In addition to being the heart of an effective maintenance vrogram,

inspection is one of the greatest safety factors in pupil transportation,

13
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Definite policies and procedures should be set forth regarding inspection,

making sure that it is not passed over in a superfioial manner as often

happons.

Under procedures record keeping is essential. We need records on

accidents, personnel records, maintenance records and cost records.

Emergency procedures must certainly be inoluded. Each local unit should

have a pro-emergency plan carefully developed by the combined efforts of

the pupil transportation supervisor, school administrators, teachers,

drivers and students. Some contingencies which should be planned for are

obviously accidents, road failures and inclement weather conditions. Others

might inolude civil defense drills and strikes by drivers, oontractors and

others. Procedures would necessarily include communications. The sohoal

vstem must insure that information concerning the transportation system

and service can be rapidly disseminated to everyone ,oncerned. Some methods

which might be used are conferences, circulars, telephones, radio, and

even telision.

VII. EVAIULTION

The last item in the report deals with the evaluation of the trans-

portation operations. This will really tell whether or not you are accom-

plishing the goals you have established. Without a system of evaluation,

you will never know. Several criteria can be applied to obtain some estimates

of the operations' effectiveness --- relating to such faotors as safety,

efficiency and economy. Safety criteria could also inolude frequency and

severity of property damaging accidents, injuries to bus passengers and

other highway users. Frequency and nature of complaints from parents,

passengers and others would be considered here. The frequency aad nature

of road failures and other emergency situations involving buses should

indicate something to you.
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If you are going to look for efficiency check for the frequency vith

which trips were completed on sohedule, the numbers of vehicles used to

transport a given number of students, the numbers and lengths of the routes

and the amount of time the students have to wait at school before classes

actually begin --- all tell you something about efficiency.

For more information on the committee report, "Staruards For School

Bus Operations," send for the items listed in the bibliography. Ia the

appendices of the report there will be speoifio guider) which you can pull

out and adapt to your speeific situations. Some of these are school bus

utilisation, driver application, after-action reports on school bus driver

observation, check lists for personnel interviews, evaluation forms for

school bus driveways, a driving record sample and others.

The committee report should be used bj people who are legally or

in any way responsible for pupil transportation as ninimum reccemumiations

for getting the job mife4 and eilioiently done.

SUIVARY

Pupil transportation playa a primary role in the educative process.

Since over sixteen million boys sad girls in the United States ride school

buses each day, it seems imperative that the experiences encountered by the

riders be given very careful consideration from the viewpoint of the

educational valuer' involved.

If the preoeding statement is based on a sound premise, it peens that

procedures for evaluating the pupil transportation program could be earefUlly

scrutinised.

Administrative personnel reed to be much better informed on the

intricate etructure of the transpertation system. This may be aocomplished

in at least two ways. First, workshops could be organized to doveiup a
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better understanding. Second, courses on pupil transportation could be

offered for credit by the various higher educational institutions. It

would be possible, then, to create an awareness on the part of the personnel

responsible'for developing the child's experiences through transportation

of the potential for implementing the educative process.

The school bus operator should be prepared to cope with a program

which will utilize these pupil experiences to the fullest extent. Selection

and preparation of drivers to carry out their responsibilities should be

thorough. This implies an understanding of the human growth and development

of boys and girls and a knowledge as well as an understanding of the

objectives and aims of the school which the driver of the school bus serves.

Careful plans must be made to acquaint him with appropriatq methods of

working with parents and other citizens of the community.

True, this costs money. There are currently greater demands for

additional funds for transportation. In light of this, it seems that

as more hinds are invested in pupil transportation, we Should take every

eLp to assure the greatest return. What tatter value can we receive for

our money than the development of the kind of environment for children

riding school buses that will assist them to grow up with behavior char-

acteristics that will assure them every potential of success and happiness

in their endeavors.
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